Transretinal ERG in Studying Mouse Rod Phototransduction: Comparison With Local ERG Across the Rod Outer Segments
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PURPOSE. Electroretinography (ERG) is the gold standard in clinical examinations of retinal function. Corneal ERG is widely used for diagnostics, but ERG components from the inner retina complicate quantitative investigations of the phototransduction cascade. Transretinal ERG (TERG) recorded ex vivo enables pharmacologic isolation of signals generated by photoreceptor cells, establishing an appealing electrophysiologic method for diverse studies of phototransduction. Pharmacologically isolated TERG, however, contains components arising in the photoreceptor inner segments. Here, we compared simultaneously recorded TERG and local ERG across the outer segment layer (LERG-OS) to determine how consistently TERG reflects changes in the rod outer segment current signaling.

METHODS. Recordings were made from dark-adapted, isolated C57BL/6J mouse retinas superfused with HEPES or bicarbonate buffered solution containing 2-mM aspartate or 20-μM DL-2-amino-4-phosphonobutryic acid to block synaptic transmission, and 50-μM BaCl2 to block the Müller cell component. TERG responses were recorded with macroelectrodes on both sides of the retina while responses across different retinal layers were recorded with microelectrodes.

RESULTS. The time-to-peak and the dominant time constant values were slightly smaller and the half-saturating stimulus was somewhat stronger in TERG compared with LERG-OS. No differences in light adaptation data were observed between the methods. LERG responses recorded across the whole photoreceptor layer were similar to those by TERG.

CONCLUSIONS. TERG photoreceptor responses correspond well with the LERG-OS responses. The main differences are the nose component and slightly faster response kinetics observed by TERG. We conclude that TERG can be used for reliable quantitative investigation of phototransduction.
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Full-field electroretinography (ERG) remains the gold standard in investigating retinal function. Moreover, recording corneal ERG from anesthetized animals is the most widely applied electrophysiologic method for assessing retinal function in wild-type as well as in eye-disease model animals. Recent advances in genetic engineering have resulted in an expanding number of animal models for various eye diseases. Many of these retinal disorders, including retinitis pigmentosa, congenital stationary night blindness, certain forms of achromatopsia, and cone-rod dystrophies derive from dysfunctions in photoreceptor cells. However, the photoreceptor component in corneal ERG is mostly masked by the superimposed signals from other retinal cells crucially limiting the information available from photoreceptors. Additionally, in the corneal ERG studies of preclinical drug efficacy and drug safety testing, quantitative pharmacologic manipulation of the retinal cells is challenging, because the drug concentrations in the target cells are hard to control in vivo. Thus, electrophysiologic approaches allowing precise control of drug concentration as well as separation of the signal components arising from different cell types would greatly benefit preclinical studies of the molecular mechanisms of drug actions.

Transretinal ERG (TERG) provides a straightforward ex vivo technique for quantitative electrophysiologic examination of retinal function in an isolated retina. TERG has an excellent signal-to-noise ratio enabling detection of a level clearly below single absorbed photon per cell. In TERG experiments, retinal cells preserve their natural connections enabling retinal signaling to remain stable for long periods (up to 1 day). Above all, TERG allows pharmacologic manipulation of cells and dissection of signal components from different cell layers by changing the content of the solution superfusing the retina.

Earlier studies have shown that transretinally recorded ERG photoresponses closely correspond to corneal ERG responses. In this paper, we investigate the possible limitations of TERG in studying phototransduction by examining the correspondence between pharmacologically isolated photoreceptor TERG responses and the light-induced changes in the photoreceptor outer segment current. According to the present understanding, pharmacologically isolated photoreceptor TERG signal mainly reflects changes in the rod outer segment current, but the signal components from the photoreceptor...
inner segments are assumed to modify the responses.12,14,17–19

Direct registration of the circulating current from a single photoreceptor, feasible by suction pipette recordings,20 is the standard method for studying phototransduction. However, suction pipette recordings are technically demanding and do not allow straightforward manipulation of the solution surrounding the cell inside the pipette. Another method for monitoring the changes in the circulating current is to record the potential difference (i.e., local ERG) across the photoreceptor outer segment layer with microelectrodes (LERG-OS). The cyclic guanosine monophosphate-gated channels, through which the circulating current enters the photoreceptor cells, are the only functional ion channels present in the outer segments, and therefore the voltage across outer segment layer is linearly related to the circulating current.17,21 Thus, placing ERG electrodes at the distal and proximal ends of the outer segment layer allows recordings that directly reproduce the changes in the outer segment current controlled by photo-transduction. This study compares simultaneously recorded TERG and LERG-OS photoresponses. We show that blocking synaptic transmission with 20-μM DL-2-amino-4-phosphonobutyric acid or 2-mM sodium aspartate combined with 50-μM BaCl₂ to abolish the Müller cell signaling do not compromise phototransduction. In addition, we demonstrate that the LERG-OS signals emerge purely from rods and that the cone contribution to ERG arises predominantly in the photoreceptor inner segment layer. Furthermore, our investigation reveals that, besides the fast “nose” component, an additional component originating in the rod inner segment layer can shape the TERG responses. Nevertheless, the similarity of waveforms and kinetics of photoresponses by the two methods with all the common experimental paradigms indicates that TERG can be adopted not only for qualitative examinations of retinal function but also for quantitative studies of phototransduction.

METHODS
Ethical Approval
The use and handling of the animals were in accordance with the ARVO Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research, with Finnish Act on Animal Experimentation 2006, and guidelines of the Animal Experiment Board in Finland.

Animals and Preparation
Wild-type mice (C57BL/6j) were dark-adapted overnight and killed by CO₂ inhalation and cervical dislocation. The eyes were enucleated and a small incision was made along the equator of the eyes. The eyes were bisected by enlarging the incision with micro scissors and the isolated eyecup was placed into cooled nutrition solution (composition described in the below Perfusion and Temperature section). One eyecup was stored at 7°C in nutrition solution inside a light tight container to be used later during the same day. The retina was removed from the eyecup under a microscope and the whole retina was placed in a recording chamber inside a Faraday cage. All procedures were completed under dim red light.

Recording Chamber
Figure 1 shows the structure of the recording chamber that is open from above. An isolated retina was placed photoreceptor side upward on a filter paper, glued on a dome in the back piece of the recording chamber, and the retina was held in place by gently clamping the rim of the retina between two accurately fitting polycarbonate pieces. The electrical connection between the distal and proximal sides of the retina was minimized with a rubber seal covered with vacuum grease. The retinas were illuminated with infra-red (IR) light from 810-nm light emitting diode (SHPL810-260; Roithner Lasertechnik GmbH, Vienna, Austria) filtered with 850 nm long pass filter (SCHOTT Scandinavia, Lyngby, Denmark) and viewed with an IR-sensitive video camera (KPC-310BH; KT&C, Seoul, Korea) through a glass window underneath the retina. During the experiments, the recording chamber was filled with nutrition solution. The light stimuli were guided to the retina through a glass window at the end of the chamber allowing light stimulation parallel with the longitudinal axis of photoreceptors.

Perfusion and Temperature
A constant laminar flow of the nutrition solution (ca. 3 mL/min) perfused the photoreceptor side of the retina. We used two different nutrition solutions: composition of HEPES buffered solution was (mM): Na⁺, 133.4; K⁺, 3.3; Mg²⁺, 2.0; Ca²⁺, 1.0; Cl⁻, 143.2; glucose, 10.0; EDTA, 0.01; HEPES, 12.0, adjusted to pH 7.5 with 5.8 mM NaOH. Composition of the bicarbonate buffered solution was (mM) Na⁺, 124.3; K⁺, 3.3; Mg²⁺, 2.0; Ca²⁺, 1.0; Cl⁻, 133.6; glucose, 10.0; EDTA, 0.01; HEPES, 10.0; NaOH, 4.8; NaHCO₃, 20. Both solutions contained 0.72-mg/mL Leibovitz culture medium L-15 to improve the viability of the retina. Synaptic transmission to bipolar cells was blocked with 2-mM sodium aspartate in HEPES buffered solution and with 20-μM DL-2-Amino-4-phosphonobutyric acid (APB) in bicarbonate buffered solution.10 The glial component arising from Müller cells was abolished by adding 50-μM BaCl₂ to solutions.10,22 HEPES, present in both solutions, also blocks the pH-sensitive feedback form horizontal cell to cone photoreceptors although its main purpose in our study was pH buffering.23,24 All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Espoo, Finland). The perfusion was connected to the signal ground with a 4.7-μF capacitor to filter high-frequency noise.

The recording chamber was placed on top of a heat exchanger connected to a water circulating heating bath (LTD6G; Grant Instruments Ltd, Shepreth, Royston, UK). All recordings were conducted at a temperature of 37 ± 1°C. The temperature was measured in the immediate vicinity of the surface of the retina with a calibrated thermistor (30K6A309; BetaTHERM; Measurement Specialties, Inc., Hampton, VA, USA) at the beginning and at the end of each experiment.

Recordings
Transretinal ERG. There were Ag/AgCl pellet macro-electrodes (EP2; World Precision Instruments Ltd [WPI], Hitchin, UK) used to record TERG. One of the electrodes was inserted into an electrode space connected to the proximal side of the retina through a 0.8-mm hole, covered with a filter paper. This set the active recording area to 0.5 mm². The other electrode was connected to the open chamber through a small channel. Both electrode spaces were filled with a chloride solution containing 115-mM Na⁺, 122.5-mM Cl⁻, 3.3-mM K⁺, and 2.0-mM Mg²⁺.

Local ERG. Local ERG was recorded with two microelectrodes. The Ag/AgCl pellet electrodes were connected to micropipettes through a custom made connector. Pipettes were pulled from glass capillaries (TW100-6; WPI) with a micropipette puller (Model P-97; Sutter Instrument Co.,
Novato, CA, USA) and filled with the chloride solution described above. The tip diameters were 2 to 5 μm for the recording electrode and ca. 50 μm for the reference electrode. The recording electrode position was controlled with a hydraulic micromanipulator (MC-35A, 0.2-μm resolution; Narishige International Ltd., London, UK) and the reference electrode was moved with an electronic micromanipulator (MR 471843; Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany). In local ERG across the photoreceptor outer segment layer (LERG-OS) the recording electrode was advanced to a depth of ca. 25 μm from the photoreceptor tips and in LERG across the whole photoreceptor layer (LERG-PR) to a depth of ca. 100 μm. The recording electrode was placed to the central region of the retina and it was advanced at an angle of 30° to the long axis of photoreceptors to minimize possible damages to the cells and to reduce blockage of light by the glass pipette in the recording area. The reference electrode was located in the immediate proximity of the surface of the retina (Fig 1C).

The design of the recording chamber used to record simultaneous TERG and LERG responses. (A) The two parts comprising the recording chamber. (B) The recording geometry. The open pool in the recording chamber was filled with nutrition solution and the retina was viewed through the bottom glass window. TERG was recorded with macroelectrodes placed at the distal and proximal side of the retina. LERG was recorded across the desired retinal layer with microelectrodes. (C) Positioning of the microelectrodes. Before and after each recording session, the temperature of the retina was measured with a thermistor brought to the surface of the retina with a micromanipulator.

**Light Stimulation**

Flashes (1 ms) or steps of light were produced with two LED light sources (Philips Luxeon Revel LXML-PM01-0100, λmax = 532 nm; Lumileds, Amsterdam, Netherlands) and the light was guided to the retina with an optical system consisting of lenses and a dual branch mixing light guide. The stimulus light intensity was controlled with voltage-to-current converters driving the LEDs and with neutral density filters. The stimuli illuminated the flat-mounted part of the retina uniformly as verified with a camera-based beam profiler (Model SP503U; Spiricon Laser Beam Diagnostics, Ophir-Spiricon Inc., Logan, UT, USA). The absolute light intensity incident on retina was measured with a calibrated photodiode (FDS100-cal; Thorlabs GmbH, Newton, NJ, USA). The number of rhodopsin photoisomerizations in rods (R“rod -1 or R“rod -1 s-1) were calculated based on the rod outer segments dimensions (d = 1.4 μm, l = 24 μm), the LED emission spectrum, the photodiode absorption spectrum, and the visual pigment template by Govardovskii et al.25 as described in Ref. 26, leading to a stimulus-specific rod collecting area of aē = 0.46 μm².

**Data Acquisition**

Data acquisition and the control of LEDs were carried out with a data acquisition card (PCIe-6351; National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA) and a custom made LabVIEW software. The recorded signals were amplified 1000-fold and sampled at 1000 Hz with a voltage resolution of 15 nV in the two recording channels (TERG and LERG). The signals were low-pass filtered with fcut = 500 Hz (8-pole Bessel filter) and later digitally filtered with fcut = 100 Hz.

**Analysis**

The operation range of rods was determined from stimulus strength–response amplitude curve, where the peak amplitudes of the responses normalized by the saturation amplitude (r(Φ) = R(Φ)/Rsat) are plotted against stimulus strengths. A linear combination of exponential and Michaelis saturation functions was fitted to the data to define the half-saturating flash strength Φ1/2

\[ r(\Phi) = z \left( 1 - 2^{-\frac{\Phi}{\Phi_{1/2}}} \right) + (1 - z) \left( \frac{\Phi}{\Phi + \Phi_{1/2}} \right), \]

where \( \Phi \) is the flash strength in photoisomerisations per rod.10

This arbitrary function describes the two characteristics of photoreceptor amplitude behavior—linear phase at low-flash strengths and saturation of response amplitudes at high-flash strengths.

The Lamb and Pugh phototransduction model (Eq. 2) was fitted to the early phase of normalized, sub-saturated responses to study the kinetics of the photoreceptor leading edge. In Equation 2 \( r(t) \) is the normalized waveform of the response, \( fc \) is the sum delay in phototransduction and in the measurement device, and \( A \) is the activation coefficient describing the amplification in the phototransduction cascade.27

\[ r(t) = 1 - e^{-1/2.4t/fc - t} \]

Contrary to other analysis, responses were low-pass filtered with \( f_{cut} = 500 \text{ Hz} \). For mouse rods, the lifetime of activated rhodopsin is estimated to be as short as 40 ms.26 To minimize the effect of deactivation mechanisms to activation constant determination, the model was fitted from zero time point...
time points 0 seconds and 500 ms. The cone component (flash amplitude divided by the stimulus strength (is the absolute rod sensitivity to dim flashes defined as the dim recordings. HEPES buffered solution.

outweighing the dark voltage in every retinal depth. The SA to the background intensity that halves the sensitivity. SA I ¼ \( I_{1/2} \) corresponds to the background intensity that halves the sensitivity.

\[
\frac{S_A(I)}{S_A_{\text{dark}}} = \frac{I_{1/2}}{I_{1/2} + I},
\]

RESULTS
Changes in Rod Outer Segment Current Can Be Monitored With Local ERG Across Outer Segments

Maximal Photovoltage is Equal to the Dark Voltage Shift Caused by The Electrode Protrusion Into the Outer Segment Layer. In their classical work, Hagins et al.\(^{21}\) concluded that in dark-adapted rat rods the light-induced extracellular potential change, the photovoltage, is a result of changes in a single process, the circulating dark current, which has its sinks in the outer segments and sources in the inner segments of rods. Their deduction was elaborated by Arden,\(^{17}\) who showed that an additional component originating in the rod inner segments adds to the photovoltage. Still, across the rod outer segment region, the maximal photovoltage equals to the dark voltage, induced by the circulating dark current, but with opposite polarity. These results suggest that photovoltage recordings across the outer segment layer faithfully reflect the changes in the circulating current. However, contrary to the results of Arden,\(^{17}\) the recordings of Green and Kapousta-Bruneau\(^{14}\) show a photovoltage outweighing the dark voltage in every retinal depth. The obvious difference between the experiments by Hagins et al.\(^{21}\) and Arden\(^{17}\) compared with those by Green and Kapousta-

Figure 2. (A) Comparison of LERG-OS dark voltage and the voltage suppressible by light. The recording microelectrode was passed from the tip level of the photoreceptors to the depth of the rod cilium (∼25 μM) and returned back. The retina was stimulated with saturating light flashes (1580 R:\( \text{rod}^-1\), indicated by arrows). The voltage was recorded continuously by LERG (black trace) and for short stretches by TERG covering the responses (red traces). (B) Double-flash recordings revealing cone and nose components. Rod saturating flashes (6800 R:\( \text{rod}^-1\)) were presented at time points 0 seconds and 500 ms. The cone component (second flash) was absent in LERG-OS recordings but existed in LERG-PR and TERG recordings. HEPES buffered solution.

Bruneau\(^{14}\) was in their recording geometries. Hagins et al.\(^{21}\) and Arden\(^{17}\) had blocked the electrical connection between the two sides of the retina, while Green and Kapousta-

To address whether the changes in the rod outer segment current are directly reflected to the local ERG signal across the LERG-OS in our recording geometry, we tested the relation between the dark voltage and the light-induced voltage change in conditions where synaptic transmission from photoreceptor cells was blocked. Figure 2A shows that when the recording electrode started to advance into the retina from the level of the tips of rod outer segments (which corresponds to the level of the tip of the reference electrode), the recorded voltage (black trace) began to increase. When the recording electrode had moved to the level of photoreceptor cilium (25 μm), a rod-saturating flash (1580 R:\( \text{rod}^-1\)) was given (at time point 40 seconds in Fig. 2A). The amplitude of the rod saturating response equals to the voltage shift induced by the penetration of the pipette into the outer segment layer, indicating that the circulating outer segment current in the extracellular space of photoreceptors causes the voltage shift. This dark voltage shift was fully reversible when the recording electrode was drawn back to the surface of the retina (at times after 45 seconds in Fig. 2A), where flashes of light caused no response. Simultaneously recorded TERG responses (red traces) did not change during this procedure. Hence, when recorded across the outer segment layer, LERG photoresponses seem to purely reproduce the changes in the outer segment current in the mouse retina.

In most experiments, the saturated LERG-OS response amplitude accurately corresponded to the dark voltage. However, sometimes a reverted miniature version of TERG response appeared to be coupled to the LERG signal, resembling the phenomenon illustrated by Green and Kapousta-

Bruneau\(^{14}\) (data not shown). This coupling of TERG to LERG-OS signal appeared to be associated with loose attachment of the retina to the recording chamber, likely letting part of the rod circulating current to “leak” around the edge of the retina. We conclude that the supplementary ERG component observed by Green and Kapousta-Bruneau\(^{14}\) is most probably due to the shunt currents around the edge of the retina and a careful isolation of electrical connection between retinal sides disposes the phenomenon.
and that we tried to maximize the LERG response amplitudes with the choice of the point of recording). This indicates that cones do not contribute significantly to the LERG-OS signal and that the cone component present in TERG is generated mainly at the level of photoreceptor inner segments. These data suggest that LERG-OS reflects changes purely in the rod outer segment current and that it can be used as a reference when comparing the properties of TERG with rod outer segment current signals.

**Pharmacologic Isolation of the Photoreceptor Component in TERG Does Not Compromise Rod Phototransduction.** Figure 3 shows simultaneously recorded dim (13 R*rod⁻¹, Fig. 3A) and rod-saturating (1590 R*rod⁻¹, Fig. 3B) flash responses across the whole retina (TERG, dashed lines) and across the outer segment layer (LERG-OS, solid lines) in the absence of pharmacologic blockers (black lines), in the presence of 50-μM BaCl₂ (red lines), and in the presence of 50-μM BaCl₂ + 20-μM APB (blue lines) in bicarbonate buffered solution. The saturated LERG-OS responses display clear plateau and the dim flash responses follow the shape of skewed bell curve in all solutions, resembling the waveforms of responses obtained with suction pipette recording from single mouse rods. The saturated TERG response without blockers (black dashed trace in Fig. 3B) shows an a-wave with an amplitude several-fold larger than the LERG-OS response amplitude but the dim flash response (black dashed trace in Fig. 3A) reveals only a hint of a-wave. In both dim and saturated TERG responses the a-wave is followed by a b-wave and a slower glial component from Müller cells, both overlapping with most of the LERG-OS response. In this experiment, b-wave appeared rather small compared with the a-wave amplitudes. Addition of BaCl₂ removes a slow component in the TERG signals, consistent with the removal of the glial component (red dashed trace), without significant effects on the a- or b-wave early onset. Introduction of APB for removing synaptic transmission unveils the photoreceptor component of TERG (blue traces in Figs. 3A, 3B). In solution with APB alone, the slow glial component would dominate the TERG signal after the a-wave and lead to delayed response deactivation and larger signal amplitudes (see Fig. 2D from Ref. 31 for action of APB on TERG photoresponses). The waveforms of the pharmacologically isolated TERG photoreceptor signals appear to resemble the LERG-OS signals well, with the exception of the fast nose component in the saturated TERG response (see also Fig. 2B). The blockers seemed to have little or no effect on LERG-OS responses.

To investigate the possible effects of the pharmacological blocking agents on rod phototransduction more closely, we compared the LERG-OS photoresponses without and in the presence of the blockers in HEPES buffered solution. Figure 4A presents the effect of the synaptic blockers APB (20 μM, red traces) and aspartate (2 mM, blue traces) on LERG-OS dim and saturating flash photoresponses. Reference responses were recorded before and after the use of blockers (before, black traces; after, gray). Practically no effect could be seen in the LERG-OS responses. BaCl₂ (50 μM, green traces; before black; after gray), used for blocking Müller cell potassium currents, caused a minor but irreversible decrease in the saturated response amplitude (<10%) and a slight delay in the response shut-off (see Fig. 4B). No effect could be observed on dim flash responses. We conclude that these blockers can be safely used in these concentrations without compromising rod phototransduction.

**“Nose” Component Originates in the Inner Segment Region of Photoreceptors.** The most notable difference between pharmacologically isolated photoreceptor TERG and LERG-OS responses is the fast transient “nose” component present in TERG but not in LERG-OS in the early phase of

---

**Figure 3.** Simultaneously recorded TERG and LERG-OS responses to (A) dim flash (13 R*rod⁻¹) and (B) saturating (1590 R*rod⁻¹) stimuli in bicarbonate buffered solution. TERG was recorded without any blockers (black traces) in the presence of 50-μM BaCl₂ (red traces) and in the presence of both 50-μM BaCl₂ and 20-μM APB (blue traces).
strong flash responses. Figure 5A demonstrates the progression of the saturated LERG response to the same stimulus (1580 R*rod−1) when the recording electrode is advanced from outside of the retina (40 μm) to the approximate level of photoreceptor synapses (100 μm). The reference electrode is kept at the distal surface of the retina for the whole measurement. The saturated responses are flat when the electrode tip is at the depths of 10 to 30 μm. This can be seen more easily in Figure 5B where the signal amplitudes are scaled to coincide at the moment the photoresponses begin to recover (here at 0.45 seconds). With this scaling, the saturated responses recover along a common trajectory independent of the depth of the recording electrode tip. The behavior was similar in both HEPES and bicarbonate buffered solutions. The first signs of the “nose” starts to emerge as the recording electrode passes the outer segment layer, at the depth of approximately 30 μm. When recording LERG across the whole photoreceptor layer (i.e., at the depths of 80–100 μm) the response waveform, including the nose, corresponds to that recorded by TERG (black dashed trace).

**Comparison of Rod Responses to Various Light Stimuli**

To compare TERG and LERG-OS responses in more detail, we used several light stimulus paradigms. Activation and recovery phases of photoresponses were investigated by recording response families to 1-ms flash stimuli covering the operational range of dark-adapted rods. Changes in responses caused by light adaptation were examined with (1) step responses over a large dynamic range, (2) flash responses recorded during steady background lights, and (3) the step-flash paradigm32 believed to reflect changes in the activated rhodopsin lifetime. We conducted the experiments in HEPES buffered solution (see Methods) resembling the Locke’s solution commonly used to nourish rod outer segments inside the glass capillary in suction pipette recordings. Additionally, we replicated the flash response experiments in bicarbonate buffered solution to mimic the conditions outside the pipette in suction pipette recordings. The used solution is separately mentioned in described experiments and in figure captions.

**Figure 4.** The effect of synaptic blockers on dim (6.8 R*rod−1) and saturating flash (1700 R*rod−1) responses in HEPES buffered solution. Reference responses were recorded before the introduction (black) and after the washout (gray) of blockers. (A) LERG-OS responses recorded with 20-μM APB (blue) and 2-mM aspartate (red). (B) LERG-OS responses recorded with 50-μM BaCl2.

**Figure 5.** (A) LERG responses to saturating light flashes (1580 R*rod−1) at varying retinal depths in HEPES buffered solution. The situation where both the reference and the recording electrodes were on the surface of the retina is indicated by 0 μm. Simultaneously recorded TERG is shown for comparison (black dashed trace). (B) Responses of panel A normalized to the level where responses start to return from saturation. Responses recorded at depths of 10 μm or below were removed for clarity.
The sensitivity difference partly comes out as a steeper slope of strength-response amplitude curve to higher stimulus strengths, with LERG-OS. However, instead of just shifting the stimulus flash strength (Equation 1) was 23% larger by TERG compared with LERG-OS. The fractional sensitivity (defined as the dim flash response amplitude divided by stimulus strength and saturation amplitude) was 28% smaller and the half-saturating flash response amplitude divided by stimulus strength and saturation amplitude was 16% increase in activation constant determined from Pepperberg plots as illustrated in Figure 6E, were 16% smaller by TERG. Fitting single exponentials to the late-decay phases of dim flash responses, however, gave similar time constants (t rec) for both recording geometries, although the variance of t rec was significantly larger by TERG compared with LERG-OS (P = 0.001, one-tailed two-sample F test for variance). The Table summarizes sensitivity and kinetics parameters determined from flash responses by LERG-OS and TERG in both HEPES and bicarbonate buffered solutions.

Additionally, the Table presents the comparison of parameters obtained from simultaneously recorded flash responses by LERG-OS and TERG. No significant differences were observed. The Table also displays a literature review of parameter values derived from suction pipette recordings of mouse rods. The experiments chosen from the literature were conducted in bicarbonate buffered Locke’s solution that nourished the cells outside the pipette and with HEPES buffered Locke’s solution inside the pipette. The most notable difference between the suction pipette and the ERG techniques is the greater rod sensitivity in suction pipette recordings. The activation coefficients determined by suction pipette recordings varied profoundly in literature (7.9, 8.3, 20.5, 23 s⁻²). Our value was close to the values determined in Refs. 34 and 35 (see Table).

Recovery During Step Responses is Stronger by TERG Compared With LERG-OS. The effect of background light was examined with 9-second light steps with intensities ranging from 2 to 3960 R*rod⁻¹s⁻¹. Figure 7 shows a family...
TABLE. Characteristics of Mouse Rod Photoresponses Determined by TERG, LERG-OS, and LERG-PR Recordings in Bicarbonate and HEPES Buffered Solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Bicarbonate Buffered Solution</th>
<th>HEPES Buffered Solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TERG &amp; LERG-OS</td>
<td>TERG &amp; LERG-PR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_p$ (ms)</td>
<td>$125 \pm 9$</td>
<td>$142 \pm 6^t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_0$ (ms)</td>
<td>$148 \pm 7$</td>
<td>$166 \pm 9^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A$ (s$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>$13.4 \pm 2.5$</td>
<td>$10.5 \pm 1.2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{rec}$ (ms)</td>
<td>$169 \pm 16$</td>
<td>$175 \pm 7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Phi_{0}$ (R$^*$rod$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$55.6 \pm 8.8$</td>
<td>$34.2 \pm 3.8^t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{dark}$ (%/R$^*$rod$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$1.9 \pm 0.7$</td>
<td>$2.5 \pm 0.3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{max}$ (μV)</td>
<td>$312 \pm 51$</td>
<td>$105 \pm 30^t$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TERG experiments were recorded simultaneously with LERG-OS or with LERG-PR. Parameters: $t_p$, time-to-peak of dim flash response; $\tau_0$, dominant time constant of saturated response recovery obtained from Pepperberg plot; $A$, activation coefficient determined by fitting Lamb and Pugh activation model (Equation 2); $\tau_{rec}$, time constant of single exponential fit to the return phase of dim flash responses; $\Phi_0$, half-saturating flash strength; $S_{dark}$, dim flash response dark-adapted sensitivity; $t_{sat}$, saturated response amplitude measured from the response plateau level. Values are reported as mean $\pm$ SEM and the number of experiments is given in the header. One-tailed paired student’s $t$ distribution was used to compare the parameter values obtained with the different recording geometries. The range of published parameter values acquired by suction electrode recordings from mouse rods are presented for comparison. The number of source publications is listed in parenthesis.$^{30,34-37,45,46}$

$^* P < 0.05,$
$^t P < 0.01.$

of step responses and a response to a saturating flash given at time $t = 0$ seconds in HEPES buffered solution by simultaneously recorded TERG (panel A) and LERG-OS (panel B). Figure 7C presents the responses from 7A and 7B normalized to the plateau of the saturated flash responses. The response shapes are closely similar between the two recording geometries. However, the step responses by TERG recovered to a level beyond the steady-state level reached by the LERG-OS responses (see also Fig. 9E for an exceptionally large recovery difference). The step light that produced an average steady-state response amplitude of $82 \pm 4\%$ of the saturated flash amplitude recorded by LERG-OS only gave $49 \pm 5\%$ amplitude by TERG. The difference was statistically significant ($n = 6$, $P < 0.001$, one-tailed paired t-test).

Light Adaptation Affects TERG and LERG-OS Responses Similarly. Light adaptation of mouse rod phototransduction was investigated by recording dim flash responses during 9-second steps of background light with intensities between 8 and 1980 R$^*$rod$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$ in HEPES buffered solution. The dim flashes were given at 6 seconds after the light onset. Figures 8A and 8B show the responses from one experiment recorded simultaneously by TERG and LERG-OS, respectively. The absolute rod sensitivity normalized with the sensitivity in darkness (see Methods) is plotted as a function of the increasing background light intensity in Figure 8C, together with Weber-Fechner function (Equation 3) fitted to the data. The sensitivity halving background light intensity obtained by TERG was $89 \pm 18$ R$^*$rod$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$ and $98 \pm 15$ R$^*$rod$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$ obtained by LERG-OS ($n = 5$). The difference was statistically nonsignificant.

Acceleration of Saturated Response Recovery in Background Light is Analogous by TERG and LERG-OS. It has previously been shown for amphibian and mouse rods that the time responses spend in saturation reduce in background light due to the decrease in [Ca$^{2+}$]$_{1o}$. It is believed that calcium unbinds from the calcium sensor protein recoverin, the phosphorylation activity of rhodopsin kinase increases, which reduces the lifetime of activated rhodopsin. $^{32,38-40}$ We tested the background light-induced acceleration of flash response recovery with the step-flash paradigm of Fain et al.,$^{32}$ assumed to reflect the shortening of activated rhodopsin lifetime, by delivering identical saturating flashes at the same moment the 9-second background light steps turned off. Step-flash experiments were conducted on five retinas in HEPES buffered solution with step-light intensities ranging from 2 to 3960 R$^*$rod$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$. Figure 9A shows responses from a single step-flash experiment recorded by TERG and Figure 9C shows simultaneously recorded LERG-OS responses. The striking difference between the TERG and LERG-OS step-flash responses is that the saturated TERG flash

FIGURE 7. Simultaneously recorded responses to 9-second steps of light (31–1980 R$^*$rod$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$) with 2-fold increments and to a saturating flash (1580 R$^*$rod$^{-1}$) (A) by TERG and (B) by LERG-OS in HEPES buffered solution. (C) TERG (red) and LERG-OS (black) response families are scaled to coincide at the plateau levels of saturating flash responses (LERG-OS, gray; TERG, blue).
responses do not settle to a common level but instead, the response saturation level declines with increasing background light intensity. With the strongest step intensity the flash response saturation level declined by $35 \pm 5\%$ ($n = 5$) compared with that in darkness. Similar behavior of the saturation level appeared in LERG-PR step-flash recordings (data not shown). In LERG-OS, this kind of behavior was absent and the saturated flash responses settled to a common level. There was a strong correlation (correlation coefficient of $0.97$, $n = 5$) between the relative decrease in TERG saturated flash-response amplitude at step-light offset and the relative difference in TERG and LERG-OS step response steady-state amplitudes. Figure 9E shows TERG and LERG-OS step-flash responses with step-light intensity $1580 \text{ R}^{*}\text{rod} \text{s}^{-1}$ from a single experiment. The responses are normalized with the plateau levels of saturated flash-response amplitudes in darkness. In addition, Figure 9E presents a subtraction of LERG-OS response from TERG. With the strongest light step, the TERG responses settled to a level $34 \pm 6\%$ ($n = 5$) smaller than in LERG-OS and this difference was reached within 4 seconds from the beginning of the step response. In Figure 9B, the TERG step-flash responses of Figure 9A are normalized to their flash-response plateau amplitudes. With this normalization, the saturated TERG and LERG-OS flash responses closely correspond to each other and the time spent in complete saturation decreases systematically with increasing step-light intensity in both sets as shown in Figures 9B and 9D.

The saturation period $T_{sat}$ was determined as the time interval from the saturating flash to the moment when the response had recovered $25\%$ from the plateau level. The saturating flash strength used varied from 1575 to 6270 $\text{R}^{*}\text{rod} \text{s}^{-1}$ between experiments. The change in $T_{sat}$ from its dark adapted value ($\Delta T = T_{sat, \text{dark}} - T_{sat, \text{step}}$) is plotted as a function of the natural logarithm of light step intensity in Figure 9F for simultaneous TERG and LERG-OS recordings. Each point represents a population-averaged value from one to four experiments. In all experiments, $\Delta T$ increased linearly with log-stimulus intensity within a certain range of step intensities. In the linear range, $\Delta T$ was $44 \pm 4$ ms and $46 \pm 3$ ms per e-fold increase in step intensity by LERG-OS and by TERG ($n = 5$), respectively. Strong background light, which produced $85 \pm 2\%$ ($n = 5$) steady-state amplitude from the dark-adapted saturation level by LERG-OS, caused $T_{sat}$ shortening of $189 \pm 21$ ms by LERG-OS and $188 \pm 24$ ms by TERG ($n = 5$). These results demonstrate that the relation of step-flash adaptation to stimulus strength and the maximal adaptation are similar by TERG and LERG-OS.

TERG Signal Components That Are Not Directly Related to Phototransduction

Occasionally, in our TERG recordings, we observed additional signal components merging with the known waveform, indicating that their origin is not in phototransduction. These components occurred despite of pharmacologic blocking of synapses and glial contribution, and they were more pronounced in bicarbonate than in HEPES buffered solution. As an example, Figure 10A introduces response families to 1-ms flashes in bicarbonate buffered solution where the TERG responses show prominent differences compared with the familiar shape of LERG-OS responses even when the synaptic transmission has been blocked with 20-$\mu\text{M}$ APB and 2-mM aspartate. Figure 10B illustrates the difference in the response shapes of LERG-OS and TERG. The responses were first normalized to the plateau level of saturated responses and then LERG-OS responses were subtracted from corresponding TERG responses. Subtraction revealed at least two wave components: the fast nose component and a slower component with positive polarity, whose amplitude saturated at stimulus strengths clearly below those needed to saturate normal mouse rods. To investigate further the origin of the slow positive components, we began to insert the LERG recording electrode deeper to the retina from the outer segment layer (Fig. 10C). The extra component started to merge to LERG recordings when the recording electrode intruded into the rod inner segment layer (see also Fig. 5A for nose component). The recording electrode was passed all the way to bipolar cell layer (200 $\mu\text{m}$) but the component amplitude did not increase after the photoreceptor layer (100 $\mu\text{m}$) but rather smoothed and started to resemble the response shape by TERG. These experiments demonstrate that besides the ERG “nose,” another component originating in rod inner segment and perhaps in the synaptic region can modulate TERG responses.

DISCUSSION

TERG detects potential changes due to the light-evoked alterations in the extracellular currents that flow radially in the retina. The technique enables long lasting and stable experiments on intact isolated retinas with excellent signal-to-noise ratio. In TERG, many individual signal components can be separated and investigated with the help of pharmacologic manipulation. When combined with the possibilities offered by gene manipulation in the production of predictive disease animal models, TERG offers an effective and versatile tool for both qualitative and quantitative examination of retinal functions. However, when TERG is used to draw conclusions about
the molecular mechanisms of rod phototransduction or about the actions of potential drugs on the phototransduction machinery, the potential contributions of ERG components originating in the inner segments of rods need to be considered.

**TERG Responses Closely Correspond to Those Recorded by Local ERG Across Rod Outer Segments**

In order to compare the TERG signal with the outer segment current signal that reflects the operation of the phototransduction machinery, we used local ERG recording (simultaneously with TERG) across the rod outer segment layer instead of direct recording of the current signal by suction pipette method. Several reasons favor this choice: first, it provided us the opportunity to keep the photoreceptor cells in similar conditions in both recording modalities. In suction pipette recordings, the part of the cell in the pipette is not supplied with perfusion or bicarbonate buffering. As a result, the inside of the pipette becomes a sink for carbon dioxide and the CO₂ reacting with water produces hydrogen ions in addition to bicarbonate, tending to acidify the pipette filling solution. Second, the current value recorded by the suction pipette depends on the electrical potential around the tip of

**Figure 9.** Step-flash adaptation by TERG and LERG-OS in HEPES buffered solution. Retinas were stimulated with 9-second background light steps with intensities ranging from 2 to 1980 R'rod⁻¹s⁻¹ with 2-fold increments. A saturating flash (1580 R'rod⁻¹) was delivered at background light turn off. Step-flash response families recorded by TERG (A) and by LERG-OS (C). (B) Saturation flash responses of panel (A) with amplitudes normalized to the flash response plateau levels. (D) LERG-OS responses normalized to their saturation levels. (E) TERG and LERG-OS step-flash responses to 1980 R'rod⁻¹s⁻¹ light normalized with the plateau level amplitudes of saturating flash responses in darkness and subtraction of LERG-OS response from TERG response. (F) Changes in the flash response saturation period ΔT = Tˢat,dark − Tˢat,step plotted against background light intensity for TERG (red) and LERG-OS (black). The error bars indicate SEMs.
the pipette. The study of Green and Kapousta-Bruneau suggested that the currents generated in the inner retina might affect the local potential around the photoreceptor outer segments, and thereby distort the suction pipette recordings made from flat-mounted retinas. However, our results indicate that the intraretinal components described by Green and Kapousta-Bruneau do not exist in LERG-OS when the proximal and distal sides of the retina are carefully electrically isolated.

The fundamental observation in this study was that the TERG flash responses correspond well with the local ERG responses recorded across the outer segment layer when the plateau in saturated TERG signal is considered as the zero level of circulating dark current. With this premise, the parameters describing photoreceptor sensitivity or light response kinetics differed not more than 40% (see Table). The major differences between the TERG and LERG-OS responses were the additional fast “nose” component and the larger signal amplitude in TERG (see Figs. 6A, 6B). The nose contains components with different kinetics and it is probably a mixture of cone contribution, a component arising from the function of the hyperpolarization activated h-channels in the photoreceptor inner segments, and a capacitive component originating mainly in the photoreceptor inner segments. With most retinas, the fractional sensitivity appeared somewhat lower in TERG than in LERG-OS. The reason for this distinction is unclear but one explanation could be local sensitivity differences in the retina. We detected local differences in rod sensitivities as well as in maximal response amplitudes and preferred the most sensitive regions in LERG-OS recordings, whereas TERG inherently records the average signal of a larger retinal area. Thus, the fractional response amplitude is expected to be larger in LERG-OS and the maximal response amplitudes greater in LERG-PR compared with TERG. The local sensitivity differences should lead to a less steep stimulus strength–response amplitude curve in TERG compared with LERG-OS. However, our recordings showed quite the opposite (Fig. 6E). An alternative explanation for the lower sensitivity value by TERG could be that a current loop exists in the rod inner segment generating a signal of opposite polarity compared with the outer segment current. In order to produce the steeper stimulus strength–response amplitude curve observed for TERG, the extra component should have larger relative impact on dim flash than saturated responses and the maximal amplitude of that component should be much smaller than that of the normal photoresponse. Indeed, we observed such a component in a few TERG experiments but never in LERG-OS (see Fig. 10). This can, to a certain extent, explain the small differences in the parameter values from TERG and LERG-OS responses (Table). The occurrence of this component was more frequent in bicarbonate than in HEPES buffered solution. The bicarbonate buffered situation resembles more closely to the situation in vivo because bicarbonate regulates many retinal functions, including the intracellular pH, the guanylate cyclase activity, and the pH of the synaptic region known to modulate the calcium currents in photoreceptors. Nevertheless, the mechanisms responsible for generating this component remain unclear but it most likely originates in the rod inner segment and the synaptic region.

The most notable difference between responses by the ERG techniques and suction electrode recordings (SP) was the 2-fold rod sensitivity in SP. The reason for this is not completely understood but one likely and at least partial explanation is that the rod outer segments are bend in the strong perfusion in...
our recording geometry, because the perfusion is oriented toward the rod longitudinal axis. Outer segment bending of approximately 50° to 60° could fully explain the sensitivity difference.

**Rod Light Adaptation is Similar When Recorded by TERG and LERG-OS**

The photoresponse recovery during prolonged illumination, characteristic of light adaptation in photoreceptor cells, appears quantitatively very similar in TERG and LERG-OS. Nevertheless, we found that with strong light steps the photoresponses recovered more in TERG than in LERG-OS (Figs. 7C, 9E). The difference between the TERG and LERG-OS step response recovery can be explained with an additional TERG component with a polarity opposite to the proper response and whose amplitude first grows and then settles to a constant value in a few seconds after eliciting the step light. This kind of behavior is visible also in the flash responses of the step-flash paradigm (Fig. 9). In LERG-OS recordings, the saturated flash responses at the end of the light steps settle to a common plateau corresponding to the zero outer segment current level, and the time spent in saturation ($T_{sat}$) decreases with increasing step intensity as previously seen in suction pipette recordings. This shortening of the saturation time indicates that the number of activated photophosphodiesterases elicited by the saturating flash decreases toward stronger light-adapting steps and it is interpreted to reflect reduction of the lifetime of activated rhodopsin.32,39 In TERG, instead, the corresponding saturation level of the flash response is progressively diminished with increasing intensity of the light step. The quantitative agreement between the amplitude of the additional component at the end of the step response and the decrease in the saturation level of the flash response indicates a common origin for the phenomena. A recent study shows that voltage sensitive conductances in rod inner segment help rods to increase light sensitivity after strong background light.44 The detected behavior in TERG step responses could be a consequence from inner segment current driven modulation of rod membrane voltage in order to adapt to background light. Furthermore, the scaling of the saturation amplitudes of the TERG flashes to the same level accurately reproduces the shortening of the $T_{sat}$ that is seen in LERG-OS recordings. Overall, our results demonstrate that the step-flash paradigm of Fain et al.32 can be used with TERG provided that the “plateau” levels of the saturating flashes are scaled to coincide.

**Transretinal ERG Bridges Single Cell and In Vivo Recordings**

Several studies emphasize that the a- and b-waves of transretinally recorded ERG are very well comparable with those recorded corneally in vivo,15,16 suggesting that the state of the isolated retina corresponds to the state of retina in vivo. The present study takes the next step by demonstrating that pharmacologically isolated photoreceptor TERG recordings coincide well with LERG-OS (and thus with suction pipette) recordings both in dark and light adapted retinas and that TERG and LERG-OS give both qualitatively and quantitatively corresponding results with all the most common light stimulation paradigms used in phototransduction research. We conclude that the use of TERG, combined with the option for easy and accurate pharmacologic manipulation of the molecular mechanisms in retina, can satisfy the growing need for more precise, versatile, and cost-effective tools in quantitative research of retinal signaling and in preclinical drug testing.
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